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1. What is doing research.
Your goal as a researcher is to investigate a problem with the
purpose of developing a solution that advances the state of
knowledge about that problem.
Your success as a researcher depends on three main points:
1. The choice of the research problem.
2. The way you attack the problem.
3. The way you communicate your results to your community.

1. What is doing research.
a) Choosing a Research Problem
‐ The choice of a research area and problems is usually yours.
‐ The first problems you work on will probably be a
collaboration between you and your thesis advisor.
‐ You should choose an area and problems about which you
feel the most excited, interested, and creative.
‐ Understand the nature of the problem and come up with
innovative and successful solution strategies.
‐ The more important the problem, the more important your
results will be.

1. What is doing research.
‐ Good work that is considered too “incremental” or focuses on
a problem that few people care about may not provide you the
leverage in your research community you’ll need at career
transitions (first job, tenure, promotion to full professor, etc.).
‐ As you mature professionally, it will be important for you to
develop a sense of what problems to work on and where the
next problem will come from.
‐ Everybody learns how to make exciting research along the way
so don’t feel that you are not good for research if you do not
know what to do next.

1. What is doing research.
b) Where research problems come from.
New problems can come from anywhere.
Your first problems on your own may come out of the
“future directions” of your thesis or out of research papers
you have read doing your thesis research.
You can pick up new problems reading the literature,
attending to conferences and finding out the areas of
interest to your community, talking to colleagues, preparing
for the courses you teach, and working with students.

1. What is doing research.
b) Where research problems come from.
Many times you’ll start addressing one problem and become
interested in an offshoot of that problem which leads you to
still another problem.

1. What is doing research.
How to choose problems? One approach is to look for the “hot areas”
in your field.
This approach has both pluses and minuses:
‐ Many hot areas change frequently.
‐ Such areas can also be high risk: publish very quickly or perish!
‐ Hot areas are often motivated by current issues of practical
importance. Making a contribution in such areas can provide you
with additional research visibility.
‐ If the area is new, you may be able to come up with a significant
result fairly quickly if many of the fundamental questions have
not been widely researched.

1. What is doing research.
Important – Know the Literature!!!
Read widely on your problem and in your area so that you can
recognize what is new and what has been done previously
Read widely outside your area if you can because often the same
problem may be addressed in different research communities.
The more techniques you have in your research arsenal, the more
techniques you will be able to apply to any given problem and the
more you will improve your chances for success.

1. What is doing research.
A) Most cited papers; B) Most modern papers; C) Review papers & books

Finding papers about your topic of research for your PhD

2. How to do research
ADVISE 1 – Find the time
Find big blocks of uninterrupted time to think creatively on a regular
basis. Meetings help.
Your brain is a muscle and it must be exercised to stay in top shape.
Many researchers find it critically important to have uninterrupted
time to work out research ideas.
PROCRASTINATION: It is easy to get distracted by small jobs,
unimportant problems, or e‐mail during your research time.
… and procrastination can also make you focus on other duties:
 Teaching
 Data acquisition
 Minor laboratory duties… etc.

2. How to do research
ADVISE 2 – Control your time
Know when to work more deeply, when to work more broadly, and
when to put things aside.
… in terms of the time you spend considering different research
strategies for a particular problem, as well as for the time you give
to the problem or the area itself.
If you do not obtain results for an excessive amount of time,
move on! Arrange a meeting. Talk to your supervisor or colleague
if you’re at this point so you can get some perspective.
Research is uncertain: Your work will almost never be “linear”,
i.e., progressing from problem to result in a straightforward way.
What looks useless today could be essential tomorrow.

2. How to do research

Which way do you prefer?

2. How to do research
ADVISE 3 – Start with problems and not with solutions
The idea is to study the problem and understand it thoroughly
without restricting your solution approach.
Some researchers have had
considerable success with
particular techniques, because
they solve many problems…
… but you will become limited if
you assume that the techniques
you know will fit all problems
that you are interested.

2. How to do research
ADVISE 4 – Question assumptions
One approach to investigating new solutions is to question the
underlying assumptions of your problem.
“Is this reaction first‐order?”, “Might this constant be variable?”, “Is this
solubility product right?”

You may find an innovative way of looking at the problem if you
don’t take the same path as everyone else.

Isaac Newton
“Do not trust everything that you read
in the internet.”

Rita Mae Brown

2. How to do research
ADVISE 5 – Break the problem into manageable pieces
One way to attack a problem is to break it into “pieces” and to try
to solve each of the pieces.
This approach has the benefit of building a successful solution from
smaller solutions.
Decomposing your research problem is an iterative process and
that it may be necessary to re‐evaluate the big picture frequently
with your supervisor, collaborators and colleagues.
Keep an up‐to‐date perspective on the big picture of your research.

2. How to do research
ADVISE 6 – Have long‐term and short‐term research goals
Have a sense of the big picture and where the problem you’re
working on fits within it.
In the near term, you are probably working to
solve pieces of one or more problems.
Keep your goals in mind when you prioritize
your time and effort: week‐to‐week, month‐to‐
month, and year‐to‐year.
Your ultimate research goal is to develop a
body of work that represents your talents and
skills as a researcher and contributes to the
body of knowledge.

2. How to do research
ADVISE 7 – Do not fool yourself
Science can be hard but it is worth it. You need to question everything.
And you need to acquire a deep understanding of your research.
If you are not able to explain your science to non‐specialists, that’s
because you do not understand well what you do.

3. Promote your work
Professional research consists of the investigation of problems and the
communication of results

“If you do not publish it, it will not be science”
“If you do not present them, you will be invisible”
No matter how important your results are, no one will know about them
if you don’t publish them and present them to your colleagues.
When you talk about your work, be realistically upbeat about it.
Excessive modesty (“This isn’t very important.”) or excessive arrogance
gives the wrong message about you as a researcher.
Put your results into context but allow yourself to feel good about them:
this is new work and as such is a real contribution to science.

3. Promote your work
Where to publish?
Most people will tell you to publish in the best professional journals and
conferences in your area. This is because:
a) your work will reach the most relevant audience
b) the quality of your publications will be noted when you apply for jobs
c) you do your good work justice by publishing it in good places
Where? If you don’t know, search and ask!
Where you should not?

non‐peer reviewed journals
private journals with low readership
poorly‐refereed conferences

Be realistic! If your work is good, but not as great as you expected, do not
go to very high impact factors journals.

3. Promote your work
The impact factor (IF) or journal impact factor (JIF) of an academic journal
is a measure reflecting the yearly average number of citations to recent
articles published in that journal.
Examples – Impact factors (2016)
Impact factors are calculated
yearly starting from 1975 for
journals listed in the Journal
Citation Reports.

Nature ‐ 40.137
Science ‐ 37.205
NATURE Geoscience ‐ 12.508
Nanoscale ‐ 7.760
Environmental Science & Technology ‐ 6.198
Geology ‐ 4.635
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta ‐ 4.250
Geological Society Of America Bulletin ‐ 4.212
Crystal Growth & Design ‐ 4.055
Journal Of Geophysical Research: Planets ‐ 3.721
Chemical Geology ‐ 3.347
Ore Geology Reviews ‐ 3,819
American Mineralogist ‐ 2.204
Economic Geology ‐ 1.651

The importance of journals, workshops, and conferences vary from area to area.

3. Promote your work
What to publish
What constitutes a publication varies a lot from field to field and
even from problem to problem
Your thesis advisor or other faculty can help you in determining
what should go in your first publications which will most likely be
the ideas in your thesis.
For most students, there are two to three separable and publishable
pieces of work within their thesis.
In general, you want to publish good new research that you have
carried out and put into context.
Over time you will develop a feel for what is publishable and what is
not.

3. Promote your work
The quantity of publications in your CV does count at career transitions,
but the quality counts more.
Always publishing immature work or the “least publishable unit” will get
you more publications but not earn the respect of experts in your field or
from or from your colleagues.
Strive to get a great papers rather than only papers accepted in low impact
factor journals.
In almost all areas of science concurrent submissions (sending the same
paper to more than one journal before acceptance/rejection) is considered
unethical.
It is reasonable, however, to present the results of one journal submission
to more than one conference, especially when the audience is different.

3. Promote your work
What do referees look for?
1. Well written and understandable manuscripts
2. Describe one or more interesting ideas.
3. Provide credible substantiation for the importance of the ideas.
Your paper needs to describe to the referees why both the problem and
your solution are important/relevant…
… but don’t oversell your work!
Better – describing a solution and its limitations.
Worse – state that you have fully solved a problem but you haven’t.

Write a paper that you as a reviewer would consider excellent.
Use classic and highly‐cited papers in your area and “best papers” in
conferences as a guide for what is good writing

3. Promote your work
Things to remember when you write your papers
Make your paper both
readable and interesting.

Take time and care to make
your ideas understandable.

Make sure your paper
is well organized.

Use critical reviews
to your advantage.

Cite
other’s
work.

Don’t make up
terminology or
use non‐standard
notation.
Be generous in
determining co‐authors.

https://www.facebook.com/nobelprize/videos/10154979607669103/

3. Promote your work
Ordering of authors
Ordering of authors varies widely between areas and between researchers
and even for particular papers
Very large research groups use a default alphabetical ordering.
Other researchers try to determine who is largely responsible for the work
and order authors accordingly.
Many senior researchers generally put students or junior people’s names
first and their own name second or last.
At tenure time, university committees sometimes want an explanation of
how much you contributed to a paper, and they may care about who is
first author in non‐alphabetical papers

3. Promote your work

4. Good research practices
Be a good colleague. Value your colleagues’ time and ideas as you would
your own. Respect people working in/out of your field.
Use other activities as an opportunity to enhance your research (e.g.,
teaching, meetings at your own institution, etc.)
Create a supportive environment: keep the labs clean, participate in
meetings, respect you colleagues’ workplace, … all this is translated into
nice reference letters when you need them.
Keep a balance between work and life. This is difficult, especially during a
PhD, but remember that you have the right to have your own leisure time
and you need it.

Final remarks

